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ROTOCON shines at Propak Africa East
ROTOCON is thrilled that customer visits to Nairobi, 
Kenya, in May and November 2021 helped lay the 
groundwork for its successful debut at the Propak East 
Africa trade show held at the Sarit Centre earlier this 
month. 

‘We have already witnessed an appetite for tooling 
and consumables with customers regularly ordering 
Wink flexible dies, print cylinders and gears,’ reports John 
Lomberg, director for Market & Business Development. 
‘Now over 100 potential customers visited our stand 
and 25 indicated interest in investing in a flexographic 
or digital printing press and an accompanying rewinder 
as the fight for on-shelf presence and differentiation 
intensifies for food and beverage products.’ 

During the show, ROTOCON extended invitations 
to several Kenyan customers to visit its factory in 
Johannesburg where the team produces high-precision 
solid rotary dies, flexible dies, magnetic print cylinders 
and accessories as well as to engage with South African 
customers at their facilities. ‘This type of visit will provide 
them unique insights into how we operate, what we 
stand for as well as the benefits of our partnership 
approach,’ John remarks. 

‘What sets ROTOCON apart from other suppliers is 
our approach to building sustainable, value-adding 
partnerships with customers to help them create a 
successful business in the long term,’ explains group CEO, 
Michael Aengenvoort. 
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‘Our team practices an open-minded approach where 
we take the time to understand and assess customers’ 
needs and recommend the ideal solution. This service 
includes the ability to custom build a ROTOCON 
ECOLINE machine for them – which carefully balances 
our quality specifications with competitive pricing and 
future upgrades – and also supply the accompanying 
consumables.’ 

John explains that the Kenyan label printing market is 
currently segmented into the five dominant role players, 
medium-sized enterprises and an increasing number of 
startups being created by former employees of the big 
five. ‘ROTOCON is pleased to have engaged meaningfully 
with Line Art Solutions, Sky Labels and Mannipal 
International at the show, as well as with those starting 
small businesses who are very interested in investing in 
pre-owned printing presses as well as the ECOLINE four-
color flexo printing press with UV and IR curing units and 
accompanying rewinder.’ 

ROTOCON believes that the basis of its success in 
Kenya will be created by holding hands with the market 
newcomers, sharing knowledge, support,  guidance 
and marketing materials to help them grow to be able 
to invest in eight-colour presses in the future. ‘The 
challenge and opportunity for us lay in how to structure 
a solution that is competitive and robust enough to cater 
for their entry into the market and future growth needs,’ 
John notes.

As part of this educational role, ROTOCON is in the 
process of joining and collaborating with the Institute of 
Packaging Professionals Kenya around where the industry 
should go and why, and what process it should follow 
to get there. ‘We would like, for instance, to sponsor 
or host conferences along with our 15 principals about 
how label printers and their brand owner customers can 
compete more effectively on shelf by pushing labels to 
the next level through foiling, embossing, die-cutting and 
other finishing techniques,’ Michael reports. ‘In addition, 
ROTOCON offers online training around dies and tooling 
that educates customers around care, maintenance and 
optimal use to obtain more value from their printing and 
finishing equipment.’ 

Local representation and support

By the beginning of July, ROTOCON plans to appoint a 
local representative, who has an established history and 
working relationship with label printers and the operators 
on the factory floor. ‘Her presence will ensure customers 
are responded to more quickly with improved turnaround 
times through collecting tooling and consumables from 
customs and delivering it to them. In addition, she would 

ROTOCON directors John Lomberg and Pascal Aengenvoort were joined at 
the Propak East Africa stand by Marius van Lith, regional sales director of 
MPS Systems (left) and Roger Meierhofer, area sales manager of PANTEC 
GS Systems (second from right). They attribute the successful event to an 
intensive marketing campaign that included a presence in the show’s daily 
newspaper, social media posts, invitations to delegates to attend John’s 
presentation about changing industry trends and customer demands, 
and quality branded bags for easy carrying of brochures and marketing 
materials.
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like to be at the heart of their businesses by sharing 
what’s happening in the market, assessing their printing 
press needs and explaining how they can use ROTOCON’s 
technologies to their benefit. In the future, ROTOCON 
plans to offer a contract-based technical service on call in 
Nairobi for machine emergencies.

Although it’s early days with this green shoots 

ROTOCON wins AI 
Business Excellence 
Award
ROTOCON is an honoured recipient of the Acquisition 
International (AI) Business Excellence 2022 Award for 
‘Best Label Printing & Packaging Solutions Specialists’. 

Now in its ninth year, the Business Excellence Awards are 
the cornerstone of AI’s annual celebratory programmes and 
commend companies most deserving for their ingenuity, 
hard work and perseverance to cope with unprecedented 
change and growth during the pandemic. 

While business excellence can mean different things to 
different people, there are a few steadfast values that seem 
omnipresent – essential to those who are eager to achieve 
a leading position in their industry. 

Customer centricity, expertise, dynamism and an 

Dual-purpose efficiency 
MAJESTIC LABELS has invested in a dual-purpose platform, 
ROTOCON ECOLINE RSD 350, which features precision 
die-cutting plus advanced roll and label inspection for 
convenient blank label production.

Managing director and co-founder, Roland Adshade, 
explains that the machine had been in the pipeline for about 
a year to help the company target larger volume blank label 
business. ‘We considered many different types of machines 
and knew that we would receive excellent training and 
backup service from ROTOCON because we’ve built up a 
great partnership with director Patrick Aengenvoort as our 
die supplier over the past 16 years.’  

Roland adds that ROTOCON was also prepared to 
customise the RSD to a 350mm-wide model to ensure that 
Majestic Labels’ warehousing and distribution types of blank 
labels fit perfectly to minimise waste levels and improve 
efficiencies. ‘We ran the first trials 1 000m on a slit and 
witnessed a 4% reduction in waste. Now we are expecting 
to optimise these levels even further by ordering 2 000m on 
a slit.’ 

Production director and co-founder, Russell Thorndike, 
explains that in the past the team was constricted to 
running on a 200mm web on either of its flexo die-cutting 
machines and then rewind the material on the tabletop 
rewinders. ‘Now the team can run that same job on a wider 
web material and at double the speed. It is rewound and 
inspected at the same time thus improving efficiencies. The 
operator, Knox, really appreciates the semi-automatic turret 

development, ROTOCON’s management team is excited 
about the huge growth potential that could come from 
the East African region. ‘Kenya represents one of the 
fastest-growing economies and will act as a nexus for 
us to reach customers in the neighboring countries of 
Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia and grow our presence in 
those markets,’ Michael concludes. 

rewinder feature, which allows him to prepare the next roll 
while the current one is still running, helping to speed up 
production times,’ he enthuses. 

Russell points out that user-friendliness was another key 
investment factor. ‘ROTOCON’s service technician Sachin 
Sukhlal only had to spend about half a day training and 
guiding Knox through how the RSD 350 works. Knox adapted 
easily to finish the job he was running by himself.’ 

outlook towards innovation are crucial to those wanting 
to distinguish themselves and achieve enduring success, 
regardless of sector. By all regards, the businesses featured 
in the 2022 edition of the Business Excellence Awards 
showcase the importance of these qualities, and so many 
more.

John Lomberg, ROTOCON director for Market & Business 
Development and co-owner, remarks: ‘It is an honour to be 
recognised as a business excellence award winner. Strong 
values are the key to a strong business. ROTOCON strictly 
adheres to integrity, quality, innovation and reliability; a 
personal commitment towards the label and packaging 
industry in sub-Saharan African countries; and serving our 
customers by, for instance, learning about their printing 
environment, recommending the ideal solution to meet 
their needs and providing reliable after-sales service 
through our team of nine service technicians.’

‘This award win is a testament of the hard work and 
commitment to excellence from each member of the 
ROTOCON team, adds group CEO Michael Aengenvoort. 
‘I personally thank each of our employees for their 
contributions to achieve this esteemed recognition.’

ROTOCON director Patrick Aengenvoort with Majestic Labels’ Roland 
Adshade (managing director), Knox (ECOLINE RSD 350 operator) and Russell 
Thorndike (production director). 


